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MESSAGE FROM OUR CHAIRMAN
I am in a privileged position in that I see the newsletter articles before we print.
As always, this issue is jam-packed with all sorts of interesting information. I am
passionate about informing and educating pilgrims about the other pilgrimage
routes to Santiago de Compostela. This newsletter does just that. Thank you
Alison. We have articles related to four of these different routes – three from
very experienced pilgrims with one from a new pilgrim. It is good to have an
article from Alan who walked the Camino del Norte last year and returned this
year to be a Hospitalero in Miraz.
As New Year fast approaches many of you will be beginning to plan, or even, in
some cases, finalise planning, your Camino. In either case, if you have made the
decision to go, your Camino has begun. I have been watching the number of
arrivals at Santiago for each day – at present there are somewhere between 20
and 50 pilgrims arriving each day, which will drop even lower in January, but as
the weather warms up numbers will increase and I have no doubt there will be
many of you amongst them.
I have had a busy few months going through photos of each of my previous
Caminos and have produced a photo book for each journey. I decided that, as
good as photos on DVDs are to look at, a book - with pages to turn, pause, and
reflect - is hard to beat. Thus a pleasant exercise ensued with me reliving each
of the three Caminos that I have undertaken. It has been a time of reflection as I
worked on the text to be put in each book and I thought I would share here a
portion of what I wrote in one of these books as I think it summarizes what many
of us feel about the Camino.
“The Camino is an exciting adventure. It is a cultural journey, a spiritual
journey, and a physical challenge. The challenges of finding a bed for the night,
communicating - when there is no common language - and negotiating the minefield of finding food and drink are ones that we don't generally face on a day-today level in our normal lives. The slow travel means that the pilgrim absorbs so
much more of the experience of what he/she sees and hears along the way. One
develops patience and a tolerance for the strange little ways of our fellow
pilgrims. After the Camino, life has a strange reality for some time as the pilgrim
slowly readjusts to everyday life back home, but he/she still carries within the
peace and magic of the Camino.”
May the peace and magic of the Camino, and of this Christmas season, remain
with you as we embark on another busy year.
Every good wish for the year ahead and blessings at Christmas for you and yours.
Buen Camino!
Janet Leitch OAM (SA)
Cover photo: Miraz on the Camino del Norte (see pages 4-6 for article)
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SEND IN YOUR ARTICLES!
Please email in your articles, favourite photos, hints and tips (practical advice),
vignettes; Camino recipes, poems and songs etc for future newsletters to
bell.alison*optusnet.com.au (replace * with @ to avoid spam)
[MSWord document (minimal formatting); attach photos as jpgs, with captions]
ARE YOU PLANNING A CAMINO NEXT
YEAR?
After a request from a member, a
section has been added to our Forum
site so that members planning an
upcoming pilgrimage and wanting
prospective companions may communicate with others.
A thread has been started at http://
www.afotc.org/index.php/forum/
welcome-mat/115-travel-plans so
check it out if you are intending
walking a Camino in the future and
are looking for someone to travel
with.

Le Chemin d’Esprit,
St Jean-Pied-de-Port

ACCOMMODATION IN SANTIAGO
Dear Friends of the Way of Santiago.
I would appreciate that you could share this information with all your association members. It is an apartment available for rent (short stays) placed in the
historical area of Santiago de Compostela.
Thank you in advance.
Sincerely,
Adrián Domínguez
+34 679 249 925 adriandominguezrua@gmail.com
COSY APARTMENT (3 BR) 7 MINUTES AWAY FROM CATHEDRAL
Contains: 2 bedrooms with single beds, 1 bedroom with double bed; kitchen;
toilet; living room; terrace. Full kitchen equipment; towels, blankets and eiderdowns; TV; wardrobes; carpets; washing machine.
Minimum stay: 3 days 200 € . 1 Week: 350€ off Season. 2 week 550€
Long stays and prices available on request.
Further information: http://www.homelidays.es/santiago-de-compostela/pisoapartamento-585606es1.htm
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BEING A HOSPITALERO: WORKING AT THE CONFRATERNITY OF ST JAMES
(CSJ) ALBERGUE IN MIRAZ ON THE CAMINO DEL NORTE
Being a hospitalero is a lot like doing a Camino - it is a challenge and a joy all at
the same time. I did not realise just how physically tiring it would be. We
started at 6am and finished at 10.30pm, although by the end of our stint we
were giving each other alternate early nights to bed. My duties consisted of
looking after the kitchen cleaning (I got a sore hip from all that sweeping and
mopping!); buying the bread (there was no shop in town but the bread van
came every day except Sunday, announcing his presence by a long blast on his
horn); keeping the finances balanced (I was relieved as a hospitalero by the
Confraternity treasurer!); lighting the slow combustion heater each night (loved
by the peregrinos not just because a wood fire looks so good, but because we
put clothes horses in front of it after everyone had gone to bed and dried everyone’s wet clothes); and various other cleaning jobs if I finished before my
colleague. My partner and I could not have been more unlike each other, but
we bit our tongues when we had to, and I like to think that we made a halfway
decent team. When I arrived at the cathedral in Santiago de Compostela after
completing my stint at Miraz, I was told by the people in the Pilgrims Office
that they had had good reports about our stewardship of the albergue.
Miraz itself has a very small population. There is no shop or restaurant, but
there is a bar which carries a limited range of basic supplies. The peregrinos
can buy these and cook them in the albergue kitchen, which has got to be about
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the best kitchen on any Camino. A 7-burner gas top, a big gas oven, plenty of
room, and any number of pots, pans, plates and utensils. It was always a
pleasure to watch the walkers talking together in so many different languages as
they prepared their meals together. We would wait until everyone else was fed
before we prepared our own meal. In the morning we offered brewed
coffee, bread/toast, butter/jam, hot milk/drinking chocolate (and vegemite,
but not one Australian came through while I was there). As Miraz is run on the
lines of a traditional albergue, there is not a set fee. Rather, we ask for a
donation, and breakfast is included. I read in a CSJ bulletin that the average
donation is around 4€, but while we were there, the average was above 5€, so
we must have done something right.
Once a week we would visit a nearby town to purchase supplies for the albergue
and some food supplies for ourselves. This gave us the opportunity to pig out a
menu del dia at a local bar, much tastier than what we would normally have
back at the albergue.
Being a traditional albergue, our mission is to support the individual pilgrim on
his way to Compostela. Accordingly we do not admit pilgrims who use support
vehicles such as buses, or those who had their luggage sent forward by taxi. We
also did not accept anyone who was not carrying a credential. We refused entry
to two walkers for just this reason and, to say they were angry is putting it
mildly. We checked with Head Office later and received their whole-hearted
support of this decision. I am still puzzled how they managed to get so far along
the Camino without a credential. One pilgrim turned up without a normal
credential but he had a letter from his parish asking people to help him on his
journey and we reckoned that was more than okay. Groups also are not
admitted but this can be tricky to judge, as it is difficult to tell the difference
between a group that started as such (not welcome] or people who formed a
group as they travelled the Camino and made friends on the way.
My fellow hospitalero was Welsh by birth, but had lived in England for many
years. To say that his accent was difficult is not straining the truth. Dave was
the booking-in man - he took details of nationality, where pilgrims started,
passport details etc while I put the stamps in the credential. Then Dave would
give the walkers details of where the kitchen was, the laundry, dormitory etc.
Where possible, and it was many many times, he would give this information in
English. Quite often the pilgrims would turn to me and ask for a translation they could understand my English much better than Dave’s. Dave was a great
mentor in my first effort in being a hospitalero, and showed much patience in
helping me. I will always be grateful to him for his efforts in getting me through
two weeks of living and working in a strange environment with a total stranger.
Muchos gracias Dave!
The highlight of my two weeks at Miraz was when my wife rang to tell me that
we had become grandparents for the first time. There were about 18 pilgrims
staying with us that night, and everyone drank a toast to baby Jonah with some
Morris's Muscat I had taken for the occasion. One sweet French lady declared
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that "I am thinking you are drinking on the baby’s head" Quite so, Claudette,
quite so.
One night we had a group of Polish men who spoke no English at all. One of them
had a horrendous open wound on the base of his foot, where he had
developed a blister but tried to keep walking. At Miraz he finally admitted that
he could not go on, and asked us if we could get him some medical attention.
With the help of a Polish lady, unconnected with the group and who spoke some
English, Dave found out that the man had a European Health Card which would
enable him to get free treatment; also that he was willing to pay for a taxi to a
nearby village which had a 24 hour emergency health centre. Dave called the
taxi and the driver, Jose Manuel, took Dave and the injured man to the centre.
This was a very big call by Dave, as it left me in sole charge! Jose Manuel was a
tower of strength at the medical centre and did most of the talking. Eventually
they all returned, and Dave relayed the doctor’s instructions to the Pole via the
Polish lady on future care and treatment. Next morning we gave him a hug and
sent him off in a taxi to meet up with his compatriots in the next village. Many
days later as I walked into Compostela, I was greeted near the cathedral by the
same Polish pilgrim. His English had not improved, but his foot certainly had,
and his gratitude for the care and concern that Dave had shown him was
obvious. A lovely moment and one that won't be forgotten. Well done, Dave and
Jose Manuel.
Would I work at Miraz again? Absolutely! Or at Rabanal, the other CSJ albergue,
which is on the Camino Francés. I hope to attend a ‘Spanish for Hospitaleros’
course at Compostela University (established 1122) sometime next year and then
look for work at Miraz or Rabanal.
Remember, if you walk the Camino del
Norte and stay at Miraz, have a look for
the vegemite in amongst the jams.
Alan Pearce (NSW)

Sign on the wall of the
hospitaleros room!
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AUSSIE PODCASTS ABOUT THE CAMINO
Podcasts about Australian pilgrims who have walked the Camino de Santiago can
be downloaded from the archives of the ABC national radio and ABC local
radio websites. I enjoy listening to them (and many other podcasts on my MP3
player), to help me to wind down before going to sleep at night. I'd like to
share a list of the pilgrim podcasts that I've managed to find.
22 April 2007 Pilgrims presented by Dr Rachel Kohn on “The Spirit of Things”.
http://www.abc.net.au/radionational/programs/spiritofthings/pilrims/3402238
The Australian pilgrims interviewed in this broadcast are teachers, Karen
Manwaring and Angela Nicolettou of Melbourne.
16 July 2008 Tony Kevin, author of Walking the Camino , is interviewed on
“Conversations with Richard Fidler.” http://www.abc.net.au/conversations
Type Tony Kevin into Search Box. Tony Kevin, a retired diplomat, based in Canberra, walked the Via de la Plata in 2007.
20 April 2011 The Long Walk on “Conversations with Richard Fidler”.
http://www.abc.net.au/conversations Type The Long Walk into Search box.
Tony Kevin is featured again in this collection of stories of Australians who have
completed a long walk. The story of Paula Constant who walked across the Sahara is particularly arresting. She has also written a book, Sahara.
24 July 2011 The Good Life: Camino, the pilgrim way of St James on Sunday
Nights NLR (ABC) http://www.abc.net.au/sundaynights/stories/s3277601.htm
Peter Downey, of Sydney, and Brad Kyle, of Melbourne, share their experiences.
26 July 2009 The Good Life and the Way of Saint James on Sunday Nights NLR
(ABC) http://www.abc.net.au/sundaynights/stories/s2636776.htm
Legal academic, Paul Redman, and educator, Marie Froyne, speak about the
Camino de Compostela.

The bar (Rincon del Pelegrino) in the centre of
the village, Albegueria, on the site of a
former pilgrim hospital. Every pilgrim is
given a scallop shell to write on.

Happy listening!
Sue Burrows (SA)
Tony Kevin’s shell
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MONTGENEVRE TO PAMPLONA
In June 2010 I decided to walk from Montgenèvre, on the French/Italian border
in the Alps, to Pamplona. Leaving Australia in early June I landed in Paris and
took the lift down to the TGV station which took me to Valence, from which I
took a local train to Briancon. Heading further east I noticed, with some
trepidation, the hills and distant still snow-covered mountains. I arrived at
Briançon late afternoon and asked directions to Le Fontenil, my gite for the next
2 nights, and was told it was a steep 5km climb to the old city, then a descent to
the small village. I was made most welcome by Walter, the owner, who told me
that only three weeks earlier the whole area was under snow, so I had timed my
visit well. My plan was to walk back up to Briançon then catch the navette
(shuttle bus) to Clavière, about 10kms away and then walk back to Briançon via
Montgenèvre.
Clavière and Montgenèvre are very
large and popular ski resorts but in
June were deserted except for the
continued new construction and the
small tourist office from which I
obtained my first stamp. As I started
walking I noticed a plaque commemorating the Via Domitia/GR 653D
which had directions to Santiago,
2010kms and Rome, 914kms—the Via
Francigena. The scenery was alpine
with pine-covered mountains, snowcapped peaks and the origin of the
River Durance, which I was able to
step over, which quickly became a
raging torrent.

Claviere

One thing I quickly realised about this route was its 'scenic' aspect. It seemed
that the GR went out of its way to avoid any easy sections. Often I would be led
up the mountain only to go back down to the valley and climb up the other side.
I did look enviously at times at the flat road along the valley floor. At this stage I
was staying in chambres d'hotes and gites which often gave me a discount.
An early highlight was the 12th century Abbaye de Boscodon where I stayed, on
my own, in the dormitory.
The following day was wet and miserable, a pity as I was crossing the
picturesque Lake Serre-Poncon. I had intended to stay in the camping site at
Chorges but was unable to find it and so headed for the only hotel only to be
told it was closed but that there was another nearby. They offered to phone for
me, and the hotel came and picked me up. The hotel ended up being a welcome
stay as I was soaked through and needed a rest but got a shock when found out it
was 80 euro a night! In for a penny in for a pound I opted for the half pension at
100 euros which turned out to be a very good dinner.
AFotC Newsletter #3 December 2012
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The next day was overcast but cleared by 9.30am so I headed off to Gap for the
night then on to Venterol passing by the hilltop castle of Tallard and some very
hard climbs. The Gite L’Asphodele at Venterol was a beautiful stone house
perched overlooking the valley I had just walked up. As usual I was the only
person there but the owner, who had taught French in Scotland, said that he
had regular diners from Gap come to his restaurant which served organic food.
It is worth mentioning that the marking is generally quite good, but on the day I
left here a vital marker was missing and I took the wrong turn and ended up
back at the gite!
Some days later my, by now, varying accommodation was a very small timber
chalet set amongst a horse riding school. Here I shared with a German pilot who
was so interesting that we ended talking at breakfast until I thought I should be
on my way as it was 10.30am. Later on I stopped at Sisteron which is dominated
by the impressive citadel and was sacked by the Ostrogoths. Also worthy of
mention are the city walls, cathedral and bridge spanning the Durance.
One of the unexpected highlights was the profusion and variety of cherries
found along the way and littering the ground. I even had a car throw out a small
branch of cherries to/at me, a most welcome snack. Terrain was flattening out
somewhat and places such as Saignon and Celeste were picture-perfect French
villages with small fountains, ateliers, restaurants and quaint small stone
houses. Something else I chose to notice which would have been missed in a car
were the number of roadside shrines
Top: Embrun;
and memorials dedicated to those Bottom: looking back to Gap from Venterol
executed during WW2.
Clearing yet another mountain crest I
saw, in the distance, Les Baux De
Provence which the sign post said was
one of the “plus belles villages de
France”. All around the base were
numerous cars and coaches attesting to
its popularity. Arles was one of the
highlights with its impressive amphitheatre, baths and church of St Trophme
all located on the banks of the Rhone.
Walking from here on included walking
through the Camargue which was flat,
hot, and even included rice fields, all
quite a contrast from the scenery in the
Alps.
Montpelier proved to be another large
city, a bit of a shock after the small
villages, but full of impressive sights.
Probably one of the most memorable
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CAMINO INGLES
When: June 2011 - Ferrol to Santiago de Compostela
References : The CSJ guide is a ‘must have’ and great reference for all topics
to do with the Camino Ingles. Reading the guide will help you plan the stages
of the walk. The pilgrim forum as run by Ivar Rekve is continually useful and we
read all the Camino Ingles posts.
Overview
This was the fourth Camino we had walked so we already knew about equipment preparations. Our Camino Ingles was a 5-day walk and that was quite
manage-able. Day 3 was the longest and hardest. This camino goes through
forests or on rural paths or roads and is well marked/signed - and we didn’t get
lost at all! However I would not do this walk without the CSJ guide as a reference. We started on a Monday as shops are often closed on Sunday. There were
not many pilgrims evident on this walk (I would say no more than 5 others). We
stayed in hostals and only one albergue – at Hospital de Bruma. Therefore
chances of meeting the ‘Camino family’ are low. We did hear that an albergue
in Pontedueme was newly opened. If time is limited or you can only walk
100km then this is a good walk to do. You could make the walk longer and stop
at other alburgues doing shorter distances.
Coming into Pontedueme:
the new albergue is across the river on the right
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Pre-Camino
We flew into Santiago de Compostela on Ryanair from Hahn
Germany after having spent 2 weeks in other parts of Europe. We then caught
the bus to A Coruna for a holiday of 3 nights and also to get the credencial at
the Church of Santiago. A Coruna is a great place to visit. We took the train to
Ferrol and stayed one night. On arriving in Ferrol we had a lunch at Café
Zahara and after that went down to the waterfront, found the start of the
Camino and walked the first 3km of it towards our hotel!. We stayed at Hotel
Hesperia for 49€ on special.
The Camino
Day 1 - Ferrol to Pontedueme – We continued on the Camino where we had left
off yesterday. Nice walk today a bit drizzly and quite flat at the beginning but
then a few ups and downs (this is a Camino after all) with good coastal views.
The town of PontedueAlong the way!
me was nice and we
met another pilgrim
who told us an albergue
had just opened here.
We stayed at Allegre
Hostal 35€ and had diner opposite at Bar Louis.
Day 2 - Pontedueme to
Betanzos.
My diary
notes say that there
were a lot of up and
down again today and
that it appeared longer
than the expected
–
that’s always the way!
Betanzos is a great little
town and we arrived
with plenty of time to
have an excellent menu
del dia at 3pm at Los
Arcos restaurant. We
stayed at Betanzos
Chocalateria 40€.
There are a few sights
to see in Betanzos
including a free but
weird
park
O
Pasatempo. There is a
lovely plaza and interesting
buildings
in
Betanzos. At the tourist
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was Saint Guilhem Le Desert, a medieval village located up a deep gorge. The
Abbey of Gellone, along with the nearby Pont du Diable, were designated
UNESCO World Heritages sites in 1999 and a part of the cloister of the monastery
was moved to The Cloisters Museum in Manhattan. The small square is
surrounded by several souvenir shops and cafes but the main feature is the
centuries-old tree located in the centre.
Between la Moutouse /Angles
At this stage I met up with Andre who
was walking in memory of his girlfriend
who had committed suicide some
months earlier. By way of commemoration he was leaving a postcard he had of
himself and his girlfriend at every gite
and church along the way. One day we
came across a large abbey located in the
middle of nowhere and decided to take
a guided tour which was just about to
begin and proved to be a worthy
diversion. The abbey dates back to the
12th century and has a unique cloister as well as an impressive prehistoric dolmen in the grounds. Another contrast to the accommodation so far was the Gite
at Joncels which included a pool. My self-contained flat included 3 single beds,
bathroom, and a sitting room with TV and a kitchen.
Scenery now varied between walking alongside a lake, through forests and some
steep sections. By now I had also met a young French couple so we were usually
4 at the end of the day, but problems soon arose with the woman who
insisted on a half-hour shower in the morning and evening so I quickly made sure
I was first for my 3-minute shower, as did the other two men! Castres is a
picturesque town with colourful houses flanking the river and is home to the
Goya Museum of Spanish painting.
I was walking on my own by now as the couple decided to return home and
Andre was walking much slower. This stage was along the Canal du Midi, a very
pleasant, shaded path with the occasional barge chugging along. Toulouse was a
2-day stay due to the many sights to be seen such as St Serrin, Jacobin Convent,
Museum of St Raymond and the Cathedral of St Etienne with a chapel of St
Jacques. Leaving Toulouse I met up with a German, Alex, and Marcel, a Puerto
Rican/Spanish man, and walked with them on and off for a week or so. We
seemed to have the same relaxed attitude to leaving in the mornings-one day
not leaving until 12.30!
The next major town was Auch which is impressively located on a hill with the
imposing Cathedral dominating. Here I stayed at the presbytere, a huge building
with several large rooms with single beds and met Walter, a German, and with
the other 2 catching up there were now 4 of us.
Accommodation for the next day was a problem as there seemed to be nothing
AFotC Newsletter #3 December 2012
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within a reasonable distance of Auch. The two ladies at the presbytere rang
around and found that Alex, Marcel and I could stay with a farmer in
Montesquiou who would also pick us up. This stay was memorable as we all had
separate rooms in the farmer's house, ate in the kitchen and drank the homemade wine. He was also very proud of his pigeon coop which provided him with
both food and fertilizer.
From Lescar onwards the Pyrenees were within sight and staying in the wellequipped gite in Oloron Sainte Marie was a welcome rest before tackling the
route over. This area was similar to the start in Montgenvre in that it had an
alpine look and was very green with prolific farms and fields. The route over
the Pyrenees, via the Col du Somport, was approached with some trepidation as
I had read that it was quite dangerous with lots of road walking but this proved
to be only partly true. The route varies between going on a very narrow,
slippery track above the river to walking on the road which, except for one or
two short stretches, was not as bad as I expected. It probably also helped that I
was walking on a Sunday morning so traffic, especially the dreaded trucks, was
minimal.
Near the top the mist-shrouded route went through forests to come out at the
border between France and Spain where a most welcome Coke was had in the
cafe. From there it was downhill to the amazing Canfranc Station built in the
1920s and comprising over 75 entrances, more windows than days in the year
and a very impressive 241 metres long. In 1928 it was the largest train station
in Europe but is now closed off and, up until 2006, open to vandals.
Surprisingly, the gite was full, as were all the hotels and it is then that I realised that from here on I would encounter more pilgrims. The next town,
Canfranc, had a gite which was empty when I arrived but later on Walter arrived, as did several others, but the gite was by no means full.
The next day was an easy walk to Jaca, another large town with imposing city
walls, cathedral and the Church of Santiago. The gite, at 1pm, had a whole line
of backpacks lined up outside and was not due to open until 4pm so Walter
went to a nearby hotel and each had a separate room for 34€. Some days later I
passed through Artieda, a hilltop town, and Ruesta a deserted town with lookout towers and a semi ruined castle. Finally, on 8th August I
arrived in Pamplona.
In summary I would recommend this
route: it has, to me, the blessing
of being devoid of the madness
encountered on the Camino Francés,
has a great variety of scenery and will
reward with a real sense of
achievement.
Kevin Hall (Vic)
Right: Castres
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bureau they knew how many pilgrims were in town and yet we didn’t see any!
Day 3 - Betanzos to Hospital de Bruma—long day uphill. Today was a lovely
walk in forests with an initial steep climb out of Betanzos. Bruma Alburgue was
excellent. The guide says that Bar Julia may be the only place for
provisions, and luckily it was open. The best feature was meeting 3 other
pilgrims. Dinner was ordered from the local restaurant 2km away and it arrived
in a taxi – a menu del dia with wine and red-checked tablecloths – and also they
then took away the dirty dishes!!
Day 4 - Bruma to Sigueira. Again nice
walk and we did ‘lose’ the signs as we
came into Sigueira but it is very small so
we just followed our noses. Stayed at
Hostal Miras (noisy and basic) and also
ate there – excellent restaurant.
Day 5 - Sigueira to Santiago de
Compostela. A short day and a different
approach to Santiago – this goes through
some industrial parts but not often.
It
was
a
drizzly
day
again
today.
Handy hint: We left surplus luggage at
the hotel in Santiago which we had
booked for our return. We had emailed
to see if this was possible. We used our
pack covers (which are basically large zip
bags ) to store our other clothes.
Jill and Paul Rogers
(SA)

Above and Right:
Betanzos
AFotC Newsletter #3 December 2012
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The end of another
memorable
Camino!
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THE WAY LESS TRAVELLED
After having read many accounts of ultra-hardy pilgrims trekking 800 plus
kilometres across France and Spain to Santiago in record time, I feel I must put
in a word of encouragement for those of us who don’t have the time/money/
fitness to do such a long Camino.
In Spring of 2010, I did a ‘mere’ 500kms of the Via de la Plata. It took me 25
walking days to cover the distance from Salamanca to Santiago. That averages
out to a meagre (compared with other stories) 20kms a day. My longest day was
28.5kms, but I did a couple of short 10-12km days when I had an injury. I also
had a complete day off after the first week of walking. Walking up to 20kms a
day meant that it was at a very leisurely pace (mine!), and I arrived at my
destination early in the afternoon, with plenty of time to recoup and do some
sightseeing. My logic was that a pilgrimage is not a race, but a time and process
to be enjoyed.
In the 3 months prior to leaving, I prepared specifically for this my first Camino.
My walks (3 times a week), gradually gained length until in the last couple of
weeks I had walked a couple of 20km days with no problems. I also attended 2
Pilates classes a week for general core strength and flexibility. I researched
thoroughly as I had intentionally chosen the Via de la Plata as ‘The Path Less
Travelled’ and I was travelling alone. I had no wish to be amongst crowds, but
this also meant that I had to be more self-sufficient, so attended evening
Spanish classes for the 2 years prior. (I felt that even if I didn’t end up going, a
year of Spanish classes would be interesting - then it became 2). Although my
grasp of the language can still only be classed as basic, on this route no-one
(except for the occasional fellow pilgrim of Germanic origin) spoke English. It is
a very rural route, so all shopping or booking of a bed, ordering a meal etc was
done in Spanish.
Most of the albergues on this route were very new, with a kitchen, although they
were generally missing something random – at one it was a fridge, at another it
was pots and pans. But the beds were always comfy.
At one point in my Camino I found myself in step with 5 other pilgrims and enjoyed a couple of wonderful communal meals with 4 different nationalities. I
didn’t walk with any of them during the day, but we caught up at the albergue
in the afternoon. However when I chose to walk a shorter day because of a
strained foot problem, I had to say farewell to them. I did miss the comradeship,
but on the other hand it was lovely for it to be just ‘me and my Maker’ on the
path again.
I can recommend the route. The markers varied, but were generally very good.
The terrain from Salamanca also varied, from fairly flat land under crops, to
mountain scenery. Beginning my Camino in Salamanca was a good choice, as
there was a week or more of flat to undulating walking before getting to the
steep bits.
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I would encourage anyone considering a Camino not to feel that they need to
start at a certain point or cover a certain amount of kilometres to have a worthwhile Camino experience. Just use the time frame you have available and do
what you can do. Just Do It!!
When I have been asked what was a highlight of my Camino, I recall a day when
I was sitting by myself in the grass alongside a dirt path in the middle of
nowhere in a foreign country far from home, having a drink and eating my
orange, without a care in the world. That’s it, bliss!
Roz Park (SA)
Top: Meeting locals on the way
Bottom: Morning tea break on the way
to Campocelleros, Day 15
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A SHORT EVENING WITH IVAR REVKE
A small group of AFotC members convened recently at Cibo’s Café on Hutt Street
to welcome Ivar Revke to Adelaide. Ivar (http://www.rekve.com/ivarrekve ) is
well known in pilgrim circles as the host of the http://www. caminodesantiago.me/ and http://www.santiagodecompostela.me/ web sites and, though a
Norwegian, is a current resident of Santiago de Compostela where his wife is
associated with the University and he does consultancy work. He was recently in
Adelaide with his wife, who was attending a conference, and let it be known as
is practice, that he would like to catch up with any interested Santiago pilgrims.
For those fans of social media Twitter, he also tweeted photos and his
movements (@ivarrekve), even down to informing us he was running a few
minutes late. Ivar had a very busy schedule while in town and Chairman Janet
managed to arrange the small get-together at short notice. A quick email out
resulted in about 10 members attending, and, over coffee and cake, we shared
fine conversation. Ivar spoke briefly of some of his roles and interests in
promoting the Camino, some in Spanish to those
who understood, and was presented with a small
gift by Janet (see right).
The meeting was also an opportunity to catch up
with new members, and swap tales. As an aside, a
discussion of the recent film The Way, revealed
members (one Frank Evans to be precise) with
direct contact during the filming. Frank even has a
photo of himself with Martin Sheen on the ‘set’ of
the Camino (bottom right).
Ashley Martin (SA)
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THE HOBBIT
(an extract)
...Roads go ever ever on,
Over rock and under tree,
By caves where never sun has shone,
By streams that never find the sea ;
Over snow by winter sown,
And through the merry flowers of June,
Over grass and over stone,
And under mountains in the moon.
Roads go ever ever on
Under cloud and under star,
Yet feet that wandering have gone
Turn at last to home afar.
Eyes that fire and sword have seen
And horror in the halls of stone
Look at last on meadows green
And trees and hills they long have known...
JRR Tolkien

‘The Hobbit: An Unexpected Journey’ (the first half)
is being released on Boxing Day in Australia.
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MORE SPANISH FAVOURITES...
From David Arnold, our trusty webmaster, come two favourite Espagnol recipes.

DAVID’S NEVER-FAIL PAELLA
8 chicken drummettes
2 tblsp seasoned flour
2 tblsp olive oil
2 chorizo sausages, diagonally sliced
10 prawns, shelled removed & tails on
10 mussells, scrubbed & beards removed
2 onions, finely chopped
3 cloves garlic, finely chopped
? tsp smoked paprika
2 tblsp olive oil
400g long grain rice
2 litres warm chicken stock
10 strands saffron
800g can diced tomatoes
? cup continental parsley, roughly chopped
2 lemons, thinly sliced

Method
Place the seasoned flour into a plastic bag and toss in the chicken drummettes.
Shake bag well to coat evenly.
Heat oil in a frying pan over a medium heat 2 minutes and fry chicken until golden brown. Remove drain and set aside.
Heat the Paella Pan over a medium heat and fry the chorizo 2-3 minutes until
well browned. Remove and set aside.
Add the onion and garlic to the pan and saute 3-4 minutes. Add the rice to the
Paella Pan and toast 3-4 minutes stirring. Sprinkle over the smoked paprika.
Add the saffron strands and diced tomatoes to warm stock then pour the stock
and tomatoes slowly into the pan stirring as you do.
Reduce the heat and return the chorizo and chicken to the pan combining well.
Allow to cook 10 minutes then add the prawns and mussels to the dish, cook for
further 10 minutes. Remove from heat, cover with a sheet of foil and allow to
stand for 5 minutes.
Just prior to serving, sprinkle with parsley and lemon slices or wedges.
Take the Paella Pan to the table and serve.
“Buen provecho.”
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“Or try another favourite of mine, thanks to Nigella.”

CENA DE VIEIRAS Y CHORIZO A LA NIGELLA
400 gm scallops (small) - halve them to make 2 thinner discs if they are very fat
½ lemon (juiced)
110 gm chorizo sausage
4 tablespoons parsley (chopped)
Method

Slice the chorizo into rounds no thicker than an inch.
Heat a heavy-based pan: when hot, dry fry the chorizo rounds until crisped on
either side (the chorizo will give out plenty of its own oil); this should take no
more than 2 minutes.
Remove the chorizo to a bowl and fry the scallops in the chorizo oil for about 1
minute a side.
Return the chorizo to the pan with the scallops, add the lemon juice and let
bubble for a few seconds before arranging on a serving plate and sprinkling
with lots of parsley.
“Nice supper on a warm evening with a glass (or two) of Albariño.”
David Arnold, SA
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LECHE FRITA / FRIED MILK
This is one of my favourites because they go down very nicely with a café con
leche or hot chocolate. The recipe comes from Extremadura, my father’s lands.
You need to be very careful because you will not notice that when you look at
the plate after eating some, they have all disappeared! They do vanish very
quickly because they just about melt in your mouth and you simply can't
get enough of them. They are so addictive I have stopped making them (for the
moment)! Begonia
Ingredients
2
1
1
1

cups milk
cinnamon stick
strip of lemon zest
vanilla bean (scrape seeds
out)
140g butter
250g plain flour
145g caster sugar
45 eggs
125g dry breadcrumbs
Also
Veg oil - for frying
1 teaspoon ground cinnamon, mixed with
80g caster sugar - for dusting
Method
Grease a shallow rectangular tin - line sides and base with baking paper.
Put the milk, cinnamon stick, zest and scraped vanilla bean in a pan and
bring to boil. Turn off.
Melt butter in a heavy-based pan. Stir in 185g of the flour, over low heat
for 30 seconds, then stir in the sugar.
Gradually strain milk into this pan, stirring all the time. Keep stirring until
the mixture becomes smooth and custardy, leaving the side of the pan
(about 10 mins). Remove.
Separate the eggs. Add yolks one at a time to the custard, beating well
until it becomes glossy. Spread into the tin, smoothing the surface. Cool for
an hour till set.
Lightly whisk egg whites with a fork. Lift the set custard from tin carefully
and cut into 5cm squares. Dip in remaining flour to coat all sides, then into
egg whites and the breadcrumbs.
Put oil in pan to depth of 1cm and heat. Brown a few squares at a time,
turning after a minute. Drain on paper towels.
Dust squares while hot with the cinnamon-caster sugar mixture.
Serve hot or cold.
Begonia Diaz (SA)
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RICK STEIN'S SPAIN
Rick Stein's Spain featured on ABC1 recently, a 4-part
television series in which Rick covered most of Spain in
an old campervan, checking out history, literature and
food through its hidden parts and testing out some of the
recipes for himself. According to Rick, noone cooks fish
with more respect or grills meat better and to prove this,
he went off the beaten track to discover the authentic
soul (duende) of Spanish cooking. A real treat for pilgrims, he started his journey in Galicia, eating empanadas and tortillas de patata. We see how chorizo is made,
chillies are stored, and saffron is collected, as well as
participating in cider and snail festivals (one person can
eat 300!). Of course there is paella, seafood and
good wine to be enjoyed en route. Camino landmarks such as Pamplona and
Santo Domingo de la Calzada rate a mention as well as the Basque country. A
most enjoyable series – do get a copy if you can! Here’s a recipe I have since
made from Part 2.
Alison Bell (SA)
RICK STEIN’S ANCHOVY SALAD
This simple and delicious salad is quick to prepare as it is mainly layering the 4
ingredients: lettuce, croutons, hardboiled eggs and anchovies.
Buy the best anchovies you can get (Rick used Cantabrian!), and hard-boil a
few eggs (I used 4). I made the croutons using some lepinja rolls from the Central Market (leave the crust on) – Rick says to fry them up with garlic.
For the dressing, whisk up 2 egg yolks, then add garlic (chopped finely with
salt), the juice of half a lemon and half a teaspoon of Dijon mustard. Slowly
add olive oil to thicken. Drizzle it over the salad before serving. Delicioso!
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BOOK REVIEW
Walking With Stones: A Spiritual Odyssey on
the Pilgrimage to Santiago
William Schmidt
I have read four Camino books in the last
month, all addressing the Camino in different
ways. Two of the books are by Australian
authors, I am God's Heart by Marianne Bailey
and A Slow Walk Across Spain by Karen
Manwaring (highly recommended as a prep
guide). The others are I’m Off Then: Losing
and finding myself on the Camino de Santiago
by German Comedian Hape Kerkeling, and the
recently released Walking with Stones: A Spiritual Odyssey on the Pilgrimage to Santiago by
William Schmidt.
Walking with Stones was released earlier this
year in February: I am here reviewing the
e-book version. William Schmidt is a University Professor from Chicago. He is a
counsellor and psychotherapist. His pilgrimage to Santiago along the Camino
Frances is driven by his marriage breakdown. He takes us on very personal and
spiritual journey and shares the deep feelings he unearths along the way. In a
very honest recount of his Camino we are presented with many of the personal
introspections that we find on our own journeys.
This book breaks the trend of many, not just recounting the external journey,
the culture and the history but rather focusses on the personal growth and the
wonderful personal encounters along the way. Don’t worry he does discuss the
physical journey, the effects on the body, the challenges, and the places and
characters, but we are also taken on a very personal level journey with wry insights. William has a spiritual link through the stones he finds and discards along
the way. He draws on this to explore his drives, finds peace within himself and
retrospection. This approach may not be for all, but it is his tool to draw a
perspective on life before and after.
If this all sounds like I enjoyed the book, you would be right, from the suggestion
of guidebooks having bed-to-bathroom ratios, to conducting the choir of snorers,
to discussing how various religious services do not always embrace the humanity
of people, he presents some interesting observations.
For me, this book gelled at a very personal level. William beautifully described
the spiritual passage, and what makes a pilgrimage. Recommended.
Ashley Martin (SA)
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